Nowadays, the accumulation of people's whereabouts due to location-based applications has made it possible to construct their mobility profiles. This access to users' mobility profiles subsequently brings benefits back to location-based applications. For instance, in on-line social networks, friends can be recommended not only based on the similarity between their registered information, for instance, hobbies and professions but also referring to the similarity between their mobility profiles.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, most mobile devices are equipped with location-acquiring chips. This technological progress has not only popularised location-based services (LBSs) but also made it possible to collect users' detailed movements. This availability of users' whereabouts subsequently leads to the construction of their mobility profiles, which capture their regular patterns during motion, for instance, the places a user usually visits after work. Many applications can benefit from the access to mobility profiles since they carry valuable information about the users' everyday life such as hobbies and professions, even if sometimes this may breach users' privacy. For instance, frequent visits to book stores indicate the user is probably a fan of reading. On-line social networks are one of the potential beneficiaries. The friend recommendation service, a basic service in social networks, can be upgraded by considering the similarity between the mobility profiles of friend candidates and those of the targeted users. The quality of service is thus improved as more comprehensive information has been taken into account.
Extracting users' movement patterns have attracted numerous research efforts and different models have been proposed in the literature [Monreale et al. 2009; Song et al. 2010; Rhee et al. 2011] . In the setting of computing users' similarity with respect to their interests, we need to consider the places where they usually visit since such repetitive behaviour well reflect users' hobbies. This requirement leads us to use the popular model which describes users' movement patterns as their regular moving behaviour in terms of space and time called trajectory patterns [Monreale et al. 2009 ]. In particular, space refers to the places frequently visited by users and time indicates the typical transition time between two successive places. For example, a student in Luxembourg usually takes 10 minutes to transfer from the central train station (Gare de Luxembourg) to Hamilius, the central bus stop from which he spends another 15 minutes to get to the university campus Kirchberg. This daily routine can be described as one of the student's regular movements: The spatio-temporal information contained in users' whereabouts has certain semantics as well. For instance, the functionalities of a location can be interpreted as one type of its semantics, for instance, cinema or university. When location semantics are taken into account, users' regular movements can be transformed into sequences of location semantics. For example, the sequence of the given geographical routine can be represented as The semantics contained in trajectory patterns allows us to analyse users' mobility behaviour from various perspectives which may fit some services better than others. For instance, the fact that a user regularly goes to cinemas is sufficient to decide whether to recommend films to him, and the recommendation does not rely on whether he goes to exactly the same cinema every time.
Gare de Luxembourg
Our contributions. In this article, we propose a new approach to precisely construct user mobility profiles and calculate the similarities between users based on their mobility profiles. First, we improve the trajectory pattern mining procedure proposed by Giannotti et al. [2007] by developing a new algorithm to mine users' regions of interest (RoIs). Second, we propose a new similarity metric by extending the one by Ying et al. [2010] . Specifically, we identify that the metric violates a basic principle in similarity computation and we also find that it cannot provide a precise evaluation of users' similarity in some cases. Our new metric not only fixes these weaknesses but also takes into account the transition time between RoIs. Third, we propose new methods to explore two types of semantics in the comparison of users' mobility profiles: location semantics and temporal semantics. In the end, we exploit two real-life datasets and conduct extensive experiments to validate our work. The results show that our profile construction procedure outperforms the existing works in the literature and our new similarity measurement is rather effective. This article is an extended version of the earlier work published in the Proceedings of the 28th ACM Symposium on Applied Computing (SAC'13) [Chen et al. 2013] .
Structure of the article. In Section 2, we investigate the state of the art related to our work. Some basic notions are defined in Section 3. In Section 4, we present our method which constructs user mobility profiles through trajectory pattern mining. We discuss the problems with the user similarity measurement defined in Ying et al. [2010] and present our new metric in Section 5. Location and temporal semantics are discussed in Section 6. We show the effectiveness of our methods by experiments on real-life datasets in Section 7. The article is concluded with future work in Section 8.
RELATED WORK
Due to the development of information technologies, various user behaviour logs have been collected, for instance, visited webs and mobile phone usage. So far, discovering similar users with respect to their repetitive patterns have been well studied for many types of logs. For instance, Ma et al. [2012] develop an approach to compare users based on their patterns with regard to phone usage. In this article, we follow their methodology and identify similar users by comparing their mobility profiles mined from their spatio-temporal mobility records. In the following, we classify the related work in the literature into two groups, focusing on mobility profile construction and user similarity computation, respectively. Zheng et al. [2011] propose and implement a personalised friend and location recommender system called GeoLife. GPS points are grouped into stay points which stand for the places where users hang out and spend a certain amount of time. A density-based algorithm is then applied to hierarchically cluster the stay points into areas referred to as regions of interest (RoI). Zheng et al. then transform a user's trajectory into a sequence of RoIs and take it as his mobility profile. This method does not consider users' repetitive movements in trajectories and thus the constructed profiles do not rigorously capture the regularity concealed in users' trajectories. Giannotti et al. [2007] introduce the concept of trajectory patterns to represent a set of users' trajectories which contains the same sequence of RoIs with similar transition time. In this way, mobility profiles become more concise compared to the ones constructed by the method of Zheng et al. [2011] . Giannotti et al. reduce the problem of trajectory pattern mining to the typical frequent sequential pattern (FSP) problem [Agrawal and Srikant 1995] , which has many algorithms proposed. Among them PrefixSpan [Pei et al. 2004 ] is one of the most efficient and widely used. Giannotti et al. [2006] extend PrefixSpan to mine sequences with typical temporal annotations (TAS). Trajectory patterns are then defined as an extension of TASs in Giannotti et al. [2007] . The elements in a pattern are no longer events but RoIs that a user often visits. The whole area is partitioned into a grid of cells and RoIs are detected by merging the dense ones, which are passed through by a certain number of trajectories.
Mobility profile construction.
Through experiments (see Section 4), we find that the RoIs generated by these two methods [Giannotti et al. 2007 ] cannot be used as a precise representation of users' meaningful hanging out regions due to their large area. In this article, we combine the idea of the two works. More specifically, we use trajectory patterns to concisely model users' mobility profiles and improve the idea of clustering stay points to identify more precise RoIs.
Mobility profile comparison.
Given the profiles of two users of the form of RoI sequences, Zheng et al. [2011] first compute their longest common sequences. Then user similarity is calculated by combining the lengths of the common sequences and the popularity of the RoIs contained in them. Xiao et al. [2010] propose a similar approach but make use of the semantics of locations. They transform a trajectory into a semantic trajectory by mapping each location to its location semantics. However, both of the two approaches [Zheng et al. 2011; Xiao et al. 2010 ] work directly on trajectories, which may contain some places rarely visited. These places will affect the accuracy of the calculated similarity, Ying et al. [2010] propose an approach to recommend friends based on users' semantic trajectories but based on trajectory patterns. They use PrefixSpan to mine frequent semantic trajectory patterns and define a metric called maximal semantic trajectory pattern similarity (MSTP-similarity) to estimate the similarity between two users. However, Ying et al. do not take into account transition time, and more specifically, their metric has a flaw when comparing two identical users (see Section 5 for detailed discussions).
With respect to the semantics contained in trajectories, the work of Ying et al. [2010] can be improved from at least two aspects. First, the fact that an RoI may correspond to multiple semantics has been taken into account but they ignore the different likelihoods among the semantics to be the real purpose during users' visits to the RoI. Second, Ying et al. [2010] only consider location semantics of users' mobility records and other types of semantics are also effective in understanding users' mobility. Ma et al. [2012] take into account multiple types of semantics when normalising users' context logs. For example, 8:00am is replaced by "morning" and the game Angry Birds is substituted for "action game." In this article, we consider both location semantics and temporal semantics of user mobility profiles.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we present briefly the backgrounds about trajectory pattern mining and give the definitions of basic concepts. We suppose that users' locations are calculated based on the global positioning system (GPS) due to its popularity and high precision. Our approach can also be extended to other positioning systems which may differ in coordinate formats and location accuracy.
A GPS point is referred as a location on the earth and can be denoted by its coordinate, for instance, ( at, on) indicating the latitude and longitude, respectively. A region is an area and can be interpreted as a set of adjacent GPS points. A RoI is a meaningful region where users perform an activity. For the student in Luxembourg in Section 1, the central train station and Hamilius are two of his RoIs. GPS trajectories record users' outdoor movements and can be seen as paths that users follow through space in certain periods. They can be defined as a sequence of time-stamped GPS points as the following.
Definition 3.1 (GPS Trajectory). A GPS trajectory is a sequence of chronologically ordered spatio-temporal points, that is, ( p 0 , . . . , p n ) where p i = at i , ng i , t i (0 ≤ i ≤ n) with t i as a time point and ( at i , on i ) as a GPS point.
Given a trajectory of a user, we can extract the regions where the user lingered according to the amount of time spent in these regions. In Li et al. [2008] , such regions are represented by stay points. Intuitively, a stay point stands for a region where a user stays over a time threshold θ t and his maximum distance to the entering point is bounded by a distance threshold θ d . Let dis( p, q) be the Euclidean distance between two points p and q. The definition of stay points can then be formulated as follows. From the trajectory dataset published by Microsoft [Zheng et al. 2009 ], we find that the places where a user usually starts and ends a trajectory are also meaningful to them, for instance, home or offices. Therefore, besides the stay points captured by the given definition, we also consider the first and the last point of a trajectory as stay points.
However, if such a stay point is close to the adjacent stay point within a distance, that is, θ m , we merge them into a single point which is the middle of the straight line between them.
As we mentioned in Section 1, a user's trajectory pattern represents one of his regular movement traces. In Giannotti et al. [2007] , it is denoted by a sequence of RoIs annotated by typical transition time between consecutive RoIs. 
If a user sequentially travels all the RoIs of a T-pattern in a trajectory and spends similar time to transfer between regions, then we say this pattern is spatio-temporally contained in this trajectory. In other words, the pattern has an occurrence in the trajectory. 
In a spatio-temporal dataset, a T-pattern usually has multiple occurrences. In a dataset T , the frequency of the occurrences of S, A is quantified by the percentage of the trajectories containing it which is called its support value. When the time interval tolerance is set to τ , we denote the support value of S, A in T as sup τ T (S, A). If the support value of a T-pattern is larger than a given minimum support, then the pattern is called a frequent T-pattern.
The problem of trajectory pattern mining can be formulated as finding all the frequent T-patterns in a given spatio-temporal dataset. The result is called frequent pattern set. Definition 3.5 (Frequent Pattern Set). For a set of trajectories T , time tolerance τ and a minimum support value σ , the (τ, σ )-frequent pattern set of T is
CONSTRUCTING MOBILITY PROFILES
We begin with an intuitive example explaining what should be captured by users' mobility profiles.
Example 4.1. In Figure 1 , we plot three daily trajectories of a college student and annotate them with three distinctive colours. The time stamps of the first GPS points in all PoIs are also labelled on the trajectories. From these trajectories, we can learn that the student visits the same three places (i.e., residence, campus, and language school) every day: he always leaves for the campus from his residence and has language classes after school, although he might pass through other three different places (i.e., canteen, McDonalds, and sushi shop) before arriving at the language school.
The mobility profile of this student should capture the repetitive movements mentioned in the given example among his residence, the campus and the language school. In fact, these places can be interpreted as the PoIs of the student. With this interpretation, any of such repetitive movements has a natural correspondence to a frequent T-pattern. Therefore, in this article, we make use of T-patterns to model users' mobility profiles. If T u is the set of trajectories of user u, then we can denote the mobility profile of u, that is, P u as the pair PS
In the following discussions, we use PS u to stand for PS τ,σ T u for short by assuming that τ and σ are implicitly defined and T u is clear from the context. Similarly, we can write sup
With our model of mobility profiles, constructing a user's mobility profile is then reduced to mining frequent trajectory patterns which has been studied in Giannotti et al. [2007] . In general, the procedure consists of two sequential steps-RoI extraction and trajectory pattern calculation. Going back to Example 4.1, we have to first identify all the student's PoIs labelled by grey rectangles before proceeding to extract his frequent T-patterns.
As the input of the latter step, the extracted RoIs have a significant impact on the quality of trajectory patterns. Missing some RoIs will hide some patterns while abundant RoIs will generate dummy patterns which do not belong to the user. Furthermore, the accuracy of RoIs should also be considered important. Intuitively, an RoI is accurate if it does not cover any extra area besides the real place in which the user performs an activity. Although in practice it is hard to extract all the accurate RoIs, we should achieve a balance between the size of RoIs and the frequency of visits to them. By referring to the methods in the literature [Giannotti et al. 2007; Uddin et al. 2011; Zheng et al. 2011] and considering the setting of calculating user similarity, we propose a new extraction by improving the one based on clustering stay points. Given a user u's trajectories T u , we construct his mobility profile through the following four sequential steps:
(1) Compute the stay points of each trajectory in T u using stay point detection & merging algorithm; (2) Remove the noisy stay points and apply a hierarchical clustering algorithm on remaining stay points to generate RoIs; (3) Transform the GPS trajectories in T u into RoI trajectories using the RoIs computed at step (2); (4) Use the trajectory pattern miner [Giannotti et al. 2007 ] to compute frequent trajectory patterns from the RoI trajectories obtained at step (3).
The first two steps are about constructing RoIs. Figure 2 shows an example of the RoI construction for a user. We use the blue lines to depict the user's trajectories. The extraction of stay points eliminates the points collected during transition between places and allows us to focus on users' meaningful places. Figure 2 (a) displays the extracted stay points in yellow dots. Since GPS trajectories can be different even if they are collected from an identical route, the stay points vary from trajectory to trajectory. However, from Figure 2 (a), we can observe that the stay points in an RoI are usually close to each other. Thus we can apply clustering algorithms to automatically detect nearby stay points. In this article, we use the minimum rectangular area which covers a cluster of stay points to represent an RoI. Another observation is that there exist outlying stay points which users visit occasionally (see the points in red circles in Figure 2 (a)). Such points degrade the quality of generated RoIs, for instance, enlarging area or computing infrequent places [Jain and Dubes 1988] . We introduce LOF (Local Outlier Factor) [Breunig et al. 2000 ] to measure the extent of each stay point to which it is isolated from others. Based on the results, we discard a certain percentage (called deletion percentage) of the points with the largest LOF values. The last two steps focus on mining the frequent pattern set. With the stay points computed in the step (1), we first transform each trajectory into a sequence of stay points. Subsequently we transform this stay point trajectory into an RoI trajectory by replacing any stay point with the RoI where it lies in. In the end, we give the RoI trajectories to the trajectory mining tool [Giannotti et al. 2006] and compute the T-patterns that satisfy given minimum support and time tolerance.
With respect to the RoI construction, there exist other methods in the literature. Zheng et al. [2011] use a density-based clustering algorithm OPTICS [Ankerst et al. 1999 ] to compute RoIs from stay points but without removing outliers. We have illustrated the shortcoming of this method by Figure 2 (b) and Figure 2 (c). In the trajectory pattern miner, Giannotti et al. [2007] also implement an RoI construction algorithm. Space is divided into a grid, each cell of which is assigned a density value according to the number of GPS trajectories passing through. Afterwards, a region growing procedure starts from dense cells by merging nearby dense cells. The procedure continues until the average density of the region is below a threshold. We do not use this method because: (1) the density measures the frequency of a user passing by a cell but not staying in the cell; (2) the popularity of an RoI is determined only by density and stay time is ignored. Therefore, the generated RoIs tend to have large areas, particularly when users own large numbers of fine-grained trajectories. Figure 2 (d) shows the RoIs computed by the tool, which covers almost the whole area. Uddin et al. [2011] propose a different method which makes use of the heuristic that users tend to move in a low speed in RoIs. An RoI should contain a sufficiently large number of trajectory segments with speed in the predefined ranges. In this article, we adopt the methodology based on stay points. In the following we present an example of mobility profiles.
Example 4.2. Consider the trajectories of the student in Example 4.1. Suppose his identity is assigned as u. If we represent his PoIs with the letters labelled above the corresponding rectangles in Figure 1 , then after trajectory transformation (i.e., step (3)), user u has the following three RoI trajectories:
For the sake of being concise, we label the transition time between RoIs explicitly. Assume the minimum support σ = 0.5 and time tolerance τ = 2.
We find that a sequence of RoIs may correspond to infinitely many T-patterns. − → B is spatio-temporally contained in all the three trajectories. This is because the differences between α and the transition time in T 1 , T 2 and T 3 are 2.5 − 1 = 1.5, 2.5 − 2 = 0.5 and 3 − 2.5 = 0.5, which are all smaller than 2. For these T-patterns, we use [α 1 , α 2 ] to represent the transition time interval between α 1 and α 2 . Thus A [0, 4] − − → B represents the set of all T-patterns with the sequence of RoIs (A, B) and transition time between 0 and 4. We will apply the same notation in the rest of our article. In Example 4.2, the user u's mobility profile can be represented as follows: [6, 10] − −− → C, B [4, 8] − − → C, A [0, 4] − − → B [4, 8] − − → C .
COMPARING MOBILITY PROFILES
In this section, we address the comparison of two users' mobility profiles. Recall that a T-pattern consists of two components-a sequence of RoIs and a sequence of typical transition times. A comprehensive similarity evaluation between mobility profiles should take into account the information contained in both of them. We adopt a methodology that divides the comparison into two steps. Two users' similarity is first calculated based on only the sequences of RoIs and then transition time is integrated into the calculation.
When transition time is not considered, the user u's mobility profile P u has a simpler form P u = PS u , sup u where PS u = {S | ∃ S, A ∈ PS u } (called the sequence pattern set) and sup u returns the support value of any sequence pattern in PS u . Note that for each S ∈ PS u , sup u (S) is actually equivalent to the support value of any S, A ∈ PS u when τ is set to +∞, that is, sup
The sequence patterns in a pattern set contain duplicated information. For instance, for the user in Example 4.2, if we know that A → B is one of his sequence patterns, then A and B also belong to his sequence pattern set. If we compare two users' mobility profiles using the original sequence pattern sets, some behaviour will be used more than once. Therefore, maximal pattern sets are introduced to replace users' sequence pattern sets in user comparison. Intuitively a maximum pattern is a sequence pattern which is not a subsequence of any other patterns.
Formally, the maximal sequence pattern set of PS u can be defined as follows:
In the rest of the section, we first present our similarity metric based on two users' maximal pattern sets and then proceed to add transition time into the similarity metric.
Similarity Based on Maximal Patterns Sets
We develop our similarity metric by extending the metric proposed by Ying et al. [2010] . Specifically, we identify a flaw of this metric in which it violates a basic principle that should hold in all similarity metrics. That is, the largest similarity value should be calculated when a user is compared to himself. We also find that the metric cannot capture users' similarity precisely in some cases. Our new metric not only fixes the flaw but also provides more precise similarity assessment. Before presenting the weaknesses and our fixes, we start with a brief description of the metric of Ying et al. [2010] .
A similarity metric in Ying et al. [2010] . Ying et al. [2010] define a user similarity metric on mobility profiles composed by semantic trajectory patterns. By 'semantics' they mean location semantics, that is, functionalities of places such as parks, schools or hospitals. Although the metric is defined based on maximal semantic pattern sets, its idea can be applied to maximal sequence pattern sets as well, which is shown in the following.
The similarity calculation consists of two steps. In the first step, each pair of sequence patterns from the given two maximal patterns sets respectively are compared and the result is called the pattern similarity between them. In the second step, the calculated pattern similarity values are combined in a specific way as the final similarity.
The similarity between two maximal sequence patterns is calculated based on the intuition that the more similar they are, the longer common part they share. As their longest common part, the longest common sequences (LCS) are used. For example, sequence patterns
They form the set of the LCSs of P and Q, denoted by lcs(P, Q). Let lenLCS(P, Q) be the length of the LCSs in lcs(P, Q) and len(P) be the length of P. According to the weighted average trajectory pattern similarity defined in Ying et al. [2010] , the similarity between P and Q is 
calculated as follows:
In the previous example, since lenLCS(P, Q) = 3, len(P) = 5 and len(Q) = 4, we have sim(P, Q) = 2·3 5+4
= 0.67. The similarity between maximal pattern sets is computed by combining the pattern similarity values. Ying et al. make use of the weighted average. They introduce a weight function w(P, Q) to incorporate the importance of each pair of maximal patterns, for instance, P ∈ PS u and Q ∈ PS u , into the user similarity. The similarity between users u and u , that is, sim (u, u ) , is calculated as follows:
The weight function can be defined in different ways according to the various requirements of applications for user similarity. For instance, a user may be considered to be more similar to another as long as they share more common movements in some applications, while other applications may require two similar users to share more behaviours which are only possessed by them. This has been addressed in Ying et al. [2010] and for the sake of simplicity, in this article, we adopt the first interpretation. Thus,
Weaknesses of the metric in Ying et al. [2010] . We find in some cases that the user similarity calculated by the previous metric is counter-intuitive and inconsistent with common sense. In particular, it fails to satisfy a basic principle in similarity assessment, that is, the similarity value between two identical subjects should be the maximum: 1.0 in the setting of user similarity calculation. We illustrate the weaknesses of the metric through the following example.
Example 5.2. Given three sequence patterns P 1 = A → B, P 2 = C → D and P 3 = E → F and four users u, u 1 , u 2 and u 3 , we want to calculate the similarity of u to the other three users. The user u has the same maximal sequence pattern set as u 3 , which is {P 1 , P 2 , P 3 }; while the maximal sequence pattern sets of u 1 and u 2 are {P 1 } and {P 1 , P 2 }, respectively. The pattern similarity between any two patterns is shown in Table I . For the sake of simplicity, we assume that all patterns have the same support value 0.2.
As u shares one common pattern with u 1 , two with u 2 and three with u 3 . So intuitively, the similarity of u to u 1 should be the smallest. Furthermore, the similarity between u and u 3 should be 1.0 as they are identical. However, according to the metric in Ying et al. [2010] , we have
In these results, user u has the same similarity to all the other three users. This shows that the metric cannot distinguish the different similarity values of user u to the other users. In fact, the similarity values are smaller than they should be. Since the similarity between u and u 3 is calculated as 0.33 < 1.0 and they have exactly the same patterns, the metric fails to output the maximum similarity to identical users.
In fact, it is straightforward to prove that the metric by Ying et al. will output the maximum similarity value, that is, 1.0, if and only if two users share the same maximum pattern set of size one.
Our similarity metric. From Example 5.2, we learn that the weighted average of pattern similarities is not the correct combination of pattern similarities for user similarity calculation. In the following, we present our fix to the metric. Our main idea is to exploit the intuition that if user u is similar to user u , then any pattern of u will correspond to a similar pattern of user u .
Given two users u and u , we use function ψ u,u : M(PS u ) → M(PS u ) to map a maximal pattern of u to the most similar maximal pattern in M(PS u ). Specifically, for each
Then for each user, we compute his relative similarity to the other one. The relative similarity of u to u , denoted by sim(u| u ), is calculated as the average weighted value of all the patten similarity values of the identified most similar pattern pairs:
.
Similarly, we can also compute the relative similarity of u to u, that is, sim(u | u). As the relation of similarity should be symmetric, we calculate the average of the two relative similarity values as the similarity between users u and u :
We illustrate the similarity calculation using our metric through the following example.
Example 5.3. Suppose we have the same users as in Example 5.2. We take u 2 as an example to show the calculation process. First, for each pattern of u, we find the corresponding pattern of u 2 with the maximal similarity score, that is, ψ u,u 2 (P 1 ) = P 1 , ψ u,u 2 (P 2 ) = P 2 ψ u,u 2 (P 3 ) = P 1 (or P 2 ). So we have sim(u| u 2 ) = 0.2+0.2+0 3×0.2 = 0.67. With the same process, we can obtain sim(u 2 | u) = 0.2+0.2 0.2+0.2 = 1.0. So the similarity between u and u 2 is sim(u, u 2 ) = 0.83. Table II lists the calculated similarity values. The similarity of u with u 1 is 0.67 which is the smallest and u has the largest similarity, that is, 1.0 to u 3 .
We can see that our method can clearly distinguish the similarity degrees of u to the other three users, which is consistent with what we shall expect. More importantly, for identical users, our metric always guarantees the maximum similarity value 1.0 to be calculated.
Adding Transition Time
In this section, we add transition time into our user similarity calculation. The argument is that if two users are similar, in addition to longer common sequences of RoIs, the transition time between consecutive RoIs should also be close. Our idea is to update the similarity metric between maximal patterns by taking the comparison of transition time into account. Intuitively, two users are more similar if they share longer common sequences of RoIs and spend closer amount of time on the transition between the RoIs. Suppose that we have two maximal patterns P ∈ M(PS u ) and Q ∈ M(PS u ), and one of their longest common sequence is S = (R 0 , . . . , R n ) (S ∈ lcs(P, Q)). Definition 5.4 (Time-overlap-Fraction). Let P and Q be two maximal sequence patterns of u and u , respectively. Then the time-overlap-fraction of P and Q, denoted by tof(P, Q) can be calculated as:
The similarity of P and Q can thus be calculated as follows:
sim(P, Q) = 2 · lenLCS(P, Q) len(P) + len(Q) · tof(P, Q).
Note that since we use the average of transition time overlapping in all longest common sequences between two maximal patterns as a discount factor for pattern similarity, in general the calculated user similarity will decrease.
ADDING SEMANTICS
In the given discussion, user mobility profiles are described in terms of regular geographical movements. User similarity based on them may fit the applications such as finding potential partners in car pooling. But for other types of services, it may not be sufficiently effective. For instance, in social networks friends are recommended mainly based on shared interests or hobbies. If two users live in different cities but are both fond of films, then their mobility profiles will have no common patterns and their common interest will not be discovered. However, when places are labelled by their functionalities, for instance, cinema, we will be able to detect their similarity. The functionalities of a place indicate its semantics, called location semantics. In practice, it is also necessary to study the interpretation of the timing information of users' movements, which we call temporal semantics. This is because some applications value users' behaviour in a specific time period more than others. For instance, the friends in a circle of photographing usually have similar patterns on public holidays when they pursue their hobby. In the following discussions, we present methods to calculate the similarity between two users, by taking into account location semantics and temporal semantics, respectively.
Location Semantics
In this section, we give a method to find similar users considering the location semantics of their regular movements. Our main idea is to modify the pattern similarity metric by enriching the RoIs in sequence patterns with their location semantics.
The problem of annotating RoIs with their location semantics can be formulated as labelling an RoI with appropriate location semantic tags, for instance, shop or bar. The set of semantic tags varies between applications. For instance, tagging a place as "entertainment" is sufficient for some applications but not for others which need to learn whether it is a cinema or a theatre. In practice, a place may usually be associated with multiple semantic tags. For instance, a place labelled by 'café' can also be associated with "bar." Annotation of semantic tags has been discussed extensively in the literature, especially in recent years with the booming LBSNs [Yan et al. 2011; Ye et al. 2011] . In this article, we adopt the methodology of Ye et al. [2011] which calculates a probability distribution over the set of semantic tags for a place. The probability of a tag represents the likelihood that the place is labelled by the tag. The probabilities can then be used to rank the semantic tags and the ranking indicates which is the most dominant tag.
Let AL = {μ 1 , . . . , μ n } be an ordered set of location semantic tags that can be assigned to an RoI. Given an RoI R, we use tag R to denote the location semantic tag of R. Moreover, Pr R (μ i ) is used to represent the probability that tag R is μ i , and μ∈AL Pr R (μ) = 1. Thus we have a vector of probabilities for R, that is, v R = p 1 , . . . p n where p i = Pr R (μ i ). In the following discussion, we call v R the location-semantics vector of R and use v R (i) to denote its ith element, that is, p i .
We say that two RoIs R and R are the same according to their location semantics when they are labelled by the same tag, that is, tag(R) = tag(R ). Due to the uncertainty about tag(R) and tag(R ), we cannot definitely determine the equivalence between them. Instead, we make use of their location semantic vectors and take two RoIs as location semantically similar (LS-similar for short) if the distance between them is below a threshold. Since a location semantic vector corresponds to a distribution, we make use of the notion of relative entropy to define our distance metric between two semantic vectors. Strictly speaking, relative entropy is not a metric as it is asymmetric. Therefore, we first introduce our location-semantics vector distance.
Let dist RE (v R v R ) be the relative entropy from v R to v R and it is formally defined as dist RE 
. Then the distance between v R and v R can be expressed as
If dist v (v R , v R ) ≤ δ where δ is a predefined threshold of vector distance, then R and R are LS-similar. LS-similarity can be extended to sequence patterns. Intuitively, given two sequence patterns with the same length, if any pair of the aligned RoIs are LSsimilar, then we call these two patterns LS-similar.
Definition 6.1 (LS-similar Sequence Patterns). Let P and Q be two sequence patterns. We say that they are LS-similar, denoted by P ≈ LS Q, if
where δ is the distance threshold.
We can calculate the similarity between two sequence patterns with respect to location semantics following the same method discussed in Section 5. However, instead of longest common sequences, we make use of longest LS-similar sequences.
For a sequence pattern P, if there exists a subsequence P P and Q Q where P ≈ LS Q then we call P a LS-similar subsequence of P with respect to Q. The set of longest LS-similar subsequences of P with respect to Q is denoted as lss(P | Q). Although lss(P | Q) = lss(Q | P), the length of a sequence in lss(P | Q) is the same as that of any sequence in lss(Q| P). We use lenLSS(P, Q) to denote the length of longest LS-similar subsequences between P and Q.
Given two maximal sequence patterns P and Q of users u and u , the similarity between P and Q with respect to location semantics is defined as follows:
The calculation of user similarity with respect to location semantics is the same as the definition in Section 5 after substituting sim(P, Q) with lsSim(P, Q). We use the following example to show the calculation of the user similarity with respect to location semantics. The support values of the patterns are all set to 0.2 and δ is set to 0.5 for the sake of simplicity.
Consider C → F → E and D → E. As dist v (C, D) = 0.07 and dist v (E, F) = 0.10 which are both smaller than δ, the set of longest LS-similar sequences of
Then the similarity between C → F → E and D → E can be calculated as follows: The location semantic similarities between the other patterns are summarised in Table III . We also list the original similarity values between sequence patterns for comparison. Subsequently, we have
Thus lsSim(u, u ) = 0.83 while sim(u, u ) = 0.37.
It is clear that u and u should be very similar when considering location semantics, as their mobility patterns indicate that they both favour two sequence patterns with the same location semantics: home → restaurant → bar and restaurant → bar. From this example, we can see that our method can effectively capture the similarity between users with respect to location semantics.
Note that in our method we consider two RoIs semantically the same as long as the distance between their location-semantics vectors is below a threshold (δ). One way to refine our method is to incorporate such distance into the calculation of the similarity between two patterns.
Temporal Semantics
Temporal semantics refers to an interpretation of the occurring time of events, for instance, daytime/night and weekday/weekend. There are two reasons to consider temporal semantics when comparing user mobility profiles. First, in practice some applications may value more users' behaviour in a specific period of time. Taking weekday/weekend as an example, trajectory patterns on weekends are regarded as more important for recommending friends. This is because users' behaviours on weekends are more likely to reflect users' real activities of interest than weekdays when they are restricted by their professions. Second, some mobility patterns that occurs only in certain periods may remain hidden from the mobility profiles constructed from the whole trajectory dataset. The daily trajectories on weekends only take up 2 7 of all the daily trajectories. If the minimum support value is set to 0.4, then no mobility patterns that are only contained in the weekends trajectories will be extracted.
In this section, we propose a method to calculate user similarity with respect to temporal semantics. Our main idea is to first annotate users' trajectories with their temporal semantics and then construct user mobility profiles based on their trajectories with the same temporal semantics. In this way, we can compute the similarity between users using their mobility profiles corresponding to different temporal semantics. At last, we provide a flexible way to combine such similarities and obtain a customised similarity measurement.
Similar to location semantics, annotating trajectories with temporal semantics can also be formulated as labelling each trajectory with a temporal semantic tag. We use AT to denote the set of temporal semantic tags, which is determined by applications as well. Since in this article our purpose is to study users' regular daily movement patterns, we take a user's movements in each day as a trajectory and study the temporal semantics of daily trajectories.
In fact, a semantic tag corresponds to a set of time points. Any point in the set can be labelled by the tag. We use timeSet(μ) to denote the set of time points of the temporal semantic tag μ. For any two tags μ and μ in AT , their time point sets are exclusive, that is, timeSet(μ) ∩ timeSet(μ ) = ∅. For example, timeSet(weekend) contains all time points on March 23rd, 2013 which is a Saturday but no time points on the previous day. Given a trajectory T = ( at 1 , on 1 , t 1 , . . . , at k , on k , t k 
Recall that T u is the set of trajectories of user u. Based on the temporal semantic tags of trajectories, we can divide T u into disjoint subsets of trajectories with the same tags. That is, for any μ ∈ AT we have T μ u = {T ∈ T u | tag(T ) = μ}. The process of user mobility profile construction can be applied on each subset, that is, T μ u . In this way, we obtain a mobility profile for the user with respect to a temporal semantic tag μ. We use P μ u = PS μ u , sup μ u to denote the mobility profile of the semantic tag μ. Given two users u and u , we can calculate their similarity based on the mobility profiles of each temporal semantic tag. Then for each μ ∈ AT , we learn a similarity value, denoted by sim μ (u, u ) . This similarity indicates the similarity between the users on their movements in the period timeSet(μ). For instance, sim weekend (u, u ) represents the similarity between u and u of their movements on weekends.
As we have mentioned before, in practice applications usually have various opinions on users' movements in different time periods. This can be captured by assigning different weights to users' similarity values of each temporal semantic tag. The weighted average of the similarity values can thus be calculated and taken as the overall final similarity. Let w i be the corresponding weight assigned to sim μ i (u, u ) by an application. Then the similarity between u and u with respect to temporal semantics can be calculated as follows, with μ i ∈AT w i = 1:
Our method is flexible and can be tuned according to the different requirements of applications. Moreover, due to the patterns that used to be ignored by the original construction method, the calculated similarity becomes more accurate.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we explore two real-life GPS trajectory datasets to validate our work. One is collected in the Geolife project of Microsoft Research Asia while the other is collected and published by Yonsei University in Korea. Since the datasets are collected independently in two different scenarios, if the experimental results of these two datasets can lead to similar observations, then we can learn that our methods are general and effetive in practice.
Although mobility datasets can be synthesised by tools such as SUMO [Krajzewicz et al. 2012] and the moving object generator [Brinkhoff 2002 ], we decide to perform the experiments on real-life datasets. This is because we can test the robustness of our methods against the unpredictable factors which can influence users' trajectory collection in practical settings. For instance, when carrying mobility devices, users usually have different preference in exposing their locations such as frequency. Sometimes, the devices may be switched off due to privacy concerns. Such factors cannot be easily captured by synthesised datasets. In addition, we also want to validate our hypotheses made in this article. For example, we take into account temporal semantics as we expect that users' mobility behaviour is sensitive to time periods. We cannot achieve this goal with synthesised datasets. Furthermore, the datasets we explore also have a good quality in terms of the numbers and length of the collected trajectories.
Experimental setting
Before presenting the detailed experimental results, we first give a brief description of the datasets and the parameter settings used in our experiments.
The datasets. We make use of two datasets which we call Geolife and Yonsei, respectively. The Geolife dataset consists of 17,621 trajectories from 182 users in a period of over five years (from April 2007 to August 2012). Each trajectory corresponds to a user's movement in one day. The trajectories cover a total length of about 1,250,000 km and a total duration of more than 48,000 hours. Moreover, the GPS positions are collected with a high frequency. Over 90% of the positions are recorded less than every 5 seconds with a distance less than 10 meters from the previous positions. The trajectories also reflect a diverse collection of users' outdoor movements, not only restricted to the ones related to their jobs. Almost all trajectories are located in Beijing (China) although the GPS positions are distributed in over 30 cities. After projecting the trajectories to the map, we find that the volunteers tend to have similar background since they share a common area with the highest density of visits, which is the assembling place of IT companies. This indicates a large chance that the volunteers may have similar interests to each other.
The Yonsei dataset is collected by Yonsei University in Seoul, South Korea [Chon et al. 2011] . It consists of 1,865 daily trajectories from 12 users, which cover a total length of 32,626 km. Although users movements locate in different cities or even countries, we focus on their local movements in Seoul. The Yonsei dataset is different from the GeoLife dataset as its trajectories are stored in the form of stay points. According to the description of the dataset, all the volunteers are students in Yonsei University, whose similar backgrounds also indicate similar mobility patterns between them.
Due to privacy issues, neither of the trajectory datasets provides users' personal information in their dissemination such as gender or affiliation. Thus we have no access to the ground truth about the similarity between users. Although Zheng et al. construct the volunteers' similarity which works as the ground truth in Li et al. [2008] , we cannot obtain and use it because of the legal policy of Microsoft [Zheng 2012 ] for data publishing. Therefore, in order to validate our similarity metrics, we have to find a different way without using the ground truth. We choose some users with larger numbers of trajectories and split them into new users. Intuitively, these new users should preserve the original users' behaviour and thus have high degrees of similarity between each other. If our metrics are effective, then they should be able to capture such high similarities. In the following, we briefly describe the construction of new users in the two datasets. In the GeoLife dataset, we choose two users-user 153 and user 163. Note that we keep the identities of users used in both datasets in case of possible further evaluation by readers. User 153 has 1,245 trajectories while user 163 owns 537 trajectories. We construct three new users (i.e., 153, 153 * and 153 # ) from user 153 and two (i.e., 163 and 163 * ) from user 163 by evenly splitting the sets of trajectories. In the Yonsei dataset, we also select two users-user 08 and user 12 and split each of them into another two users, that is, 08 * , 08 # , 12 * and 12 # . In addition, from each dataset, we select some other users so that we can obtain two testing datasets consisting of 10 users each.
Implementation. We use the bottom-up (also called agglomerative) hierarchical clustering algorithm to cluster stay points. Compared to other clustering algorithms, it allows us to customise the termination condition using the shortest distance between clusters and does not need to fix the number of clusters beforehand (e.g., k-means). The clustering process stops once the shortest distance between any two clusters is larger than a threshold, that is, β. This parameter also determines the longest diagonal of generated RoIs. We merge all users' trajectories of stay points and based on them we compute the set of RoIs. Then we transform each user's trajectories using the RoIs and construct the mobility profiles. In this way, we manage to guarantee that the trajectory patterns of all users are described with the same alphabet and comparable with each other. To compare two users, we just give their mobility profiles as input to our comparing algorithm.
To evaluate our methods handling semantics, we make some simplifications in the experiments. However, they are reasonable for the purpose of evaluating the effectiveness of our methods. First, for location semantics, as our purpose is to show the changes on the similarity measurements, it is sufficient to synthesise the location semantic distribution assigned to each RoI. Another reason for this is that there is no public precise information about the geological positions of semantic places, such as restaurants and bars. As the types of location semantics can be categorised in various ways and the inclusive relations between the categories can form a hierarchical structure. In practice, the location semantic tags that are of interest differ between applications in terms of not only their names but also levels. Therefore, we do not fix the types of location semantics in our experiments. Second, with regard to temporal semantics, we take a simple set of semantic tags, {weekday, weekend} as an example. As a trajectory in the GeoLife and Yonsei dataset captures a user's daily movement, we label each trajectory with a weekday or weekend tag based on its date.
Parameter setting. All related parameters need to be fixed before performing our evaluation. The principle of setting their values is to enforce T-patterns to have good qualities, for instance, in terms of lengths and support values. We skip the selection process of the values and only list the fixed values for some important parameters in Table IV . Note that we use %dp to denote the deletion percentage of outliers.
Experimental Results
In this section, we show and analyse the experimental results. We divide our experiments into three phases so as to extensively validate our work. In the first phase, we construct users' mobility profiles and test our similarity metric on users' mobility profiles. In the last two phases, we test the effectiveness of our methods for handling location semantics and temporal semantics, respectively.
User mobility similarities. In Figure 3 and Figure 4 , we show the mobility similarity values between each pair of our chosen users in the datasets Geolife and Yonsei, respectively. For the sake of comparison, given a pair of users, we calculate their similarity using three different similarity metrics. We use different grey levels to distinguish the similarity values. Specifically, a darker cell indicates the corresponding two users are more similar. to these two metrics. First, the diagonal cells correspond to the similarity of a user to himself which is expected to be 1.0. However, from Figure 3 (a) and Figure 4 (a) it is clear that MSTP fails to satisfy this basic principle. Second, our metric MTP can give a more precise evaluation of user mobility similarities. We validate this observation for the two exclusive types of users according to whether they are derived from the same users. For the users who are derived from the same volunteers, they should preserve the mobility patterns of the original volunteers and thus share more common trajectory patterns. In other words, they will have larger similarity values. Our metric can successfully verify this argument while the metric MSTP cannot clearly distinguish the similarity values between these users from those between the other users. For instance, in Figure 5 (a) and 5(b), we depict the trajectories of user 163 * and 163 # on the map. We can see that the trajectories annotated by blue curves scatter in a very similar pattern, which indicates a large degree of similarity. However, the similarity value between 163 * and 163 # by the metric MSTP is only 0.23. On the contrary, our metric MTP gives 0.92. This observation also holds among the users derived from 153. In the Yonsei dataset we have the same observation. The similarity value between 012 * and 012 # increases from 0.42 to 0.83 (see Figure 6 (a) and 6(b)).
In addition, our metric can derive a more precise similarity between users who are not from the same volunteers. This can be observed on both of the two datasets. From Figure 5 , we can observe that in the Geolife dataset user 153 * have similar trajectories to 163 * and 163 # while the metric MSTP just gives 0.13 (for users 153 * and 163 * ) and 0.09 (for users 153 * and 163 # ), which are apparently not compatible with this observation. Instead, our new metric increases these two similarities to 0.52 and 0.40, respectively. Considering the different support values possessed by user 153 * who has more movements on the right side of the city, our evaluation is more accurate. For the Yonsei dataset (see Figure 6) , it is clear that user 009 only has one small common area with 012 * and 012 # and he mainly travels in another side of the city. Considering the common movements they share, we should assign a much higher similarity to users 012 That is because the difference between transition time discounts the similarities. We can also see that transition time does help identify similar users. For example, for the Geolife dataset, by MTP the similarity between users 003 and 004 is 0.74 which is larger than the similarity between users 153 * and 153 # (0.71) even they are constructed from the same volunteer. With transition time added, the former similarity decreases to 0.38 while the later is 0.61. This is mainly because users 003 and 004 do not have similar transition time. Therefore, considering transition time leads us to a more accurate evaluation of user similarity. Note that in our following experiments, we take MTP+TOF as the default metric unless we explicitly specify the metric used.
Adding location semantics.
We proceed to illustrate the impacts of location semantics on user similarity calculation. Recall that in order to determine LS-similar patterns, we should set the minimum distance δ allowed between two LS-similar RoIs. We also mentioned in Section 6.1 that the number of location semantic tags is also not fixed. It is determined by applications according to different scenarios. We start with discussing the changes that occur after location semantics are considered and then proceed to show the influences of the values of the parameters-δ and the number of location semantics tags, that is, | AL |. Figure 7 shows the similarity values between users considering location semantics, when δ is set to 2.0 and 10 semantic tags are chosen. Note with a focus on the impact of location semantics, transition time is not taken in account. By comparing it with Figure 3 (b) and Figure 4 (b), we can observe two differences. First, some pairs of users that are totally different (with similarity value of 0) become similar to some extent. For instance, the similarity value of users 153 # and 017 in the Geolife dataset is 0.56 indicating a high degree of similarity when taking into account location semantics. Second, the similarity values of users which are not zero get increased as well. Take users 007 and 009 in the Yonsei dataset as an example. Their similarity grows from 0.47 to 0.74 with location semantics.
The increases of users' similarity values are influenced by the threshold δ and the number of location semantic tags. We depict their impacts in Figure 8 . Each number on the curves is an average of 100 different location semantic distributions. Figure 8(a) shows the average increase of the similarity values of all pairs of users when different distance thresholds are used. For both datasets, the increase gets larger as δ grows. When δ is set to 3.0, the increase has been over 0.2. On one hand, this is because a larger δ results in more LS-similar patterns. Two patterns which are completely different from the perspective of geography may become LS-similar to each other. On the other hand, a larger threshold can also make the longest common sequences of two patterns longer and thus lead to larger pattern similarity subsequently. However, the scale of increase differs between the two datasets. The Geolife dataset always has larger increases for the same threshold. In Figure 8(b) , we show the changes of user similarity increase along with the number of location semantic tags when the threshold is set to 3.5. Our two testing datasets share the same tendency, that is, the increase will get smaller when more semantic tags are used. Intuitively, this is because a finer categorisation of the functionalities of locations makes it harder for two places to share common functionalities. Therefore, in order to ensure an accurate evaluation of user similarity considering location semantics, we should assign an appropriate value to the threshold δ based on the number of location semantic tags.
Adding temporal semantics. As we mentioned, we use {weekday, weekend} as the set of temporal semantic tags AT and take it as an example to illustrate the impacts of temporal semantics on user similarity comparison. We start with evaluating our observation that users tend to have different mobility profiles in real life. Then we compare the similarity between our 10 chosen sample users in terms of their movements on weekdays and weekends, respectively.
Given a user u, after constructing his mobility profiles on weekends and weekdays, we have three profiles in total available. Specifically, they are constructed based on the whole trajectory dataset, the trajectories on weekdays and the trajectories on weekends respectively, that is, P u , P weekday u and P weekend u . In order to check their difference, we compute the similarity values between them using our metric. In this way, we can learn their difference by the intuition that the smaller a similarity value is, the more different the mobility profiles are from each other. Figure 9 shows the similarity values calculated between the three profiles for the 10 chosen users.
We have two main observations from Figure 9 . The first is that users' movements on weekdays contribute more to their mobility profiles based on all the trajectories. In general, the similarity between P u and P weekday u is significantly larger than that between P u and P weekend u (about 0.24 on average). This is because 5 days in a week are labelled as weekdays compared to 2 days labelled as weekends. As a result, there are more trajectories on weekdays and thus a larger number of mobility patterns are generated from weekdays than weekends. The second observation is that users do have significantly different mobility patterns on weekends and weekdays. The average similarity values between P weekday u and P weekend u are only 0.48 and 0.58 in the GeoLife dataset and the Yonsei dataset, respectively.
From the previous discussion, we can infer that the similarity values between the same pair of users will be different between time periods. We take the Geolife dataset as an example to validate this inference. Figure 10 (a) and Figure 10 (b) summarise the mobility similarity scores between users on weekdays and weekends, respectively. By comparing them, we can see that some mobility patterns on weekends are ignored in the mobility profiles generated from the whole trajectory dataset (e.g., P u ). User 068 and 153 * are completely different based on their mobility profiles computed from all trajectories and those on weekdays (see Figure 3 (c) and Figure 10(a) ). However, their similarity increases to 0.26 according to their movements on weekends (see Figure 10(b) ). This is mainly because the number of the supporting trajectories of the patterns on weekends is not large enough to result in a support value larger than the minimum support in the original dataset. Figure 10 (c) shows the weighted average similarity between users when the similarity values on weekdays and weekends are assigned the same weight, that is, 0.5. We can find that the similarity values are different from the ones without temporal semantics considered. By adjusting the weight distribution, our method is flexible enough to meet the various requirements of practical applications.
Adding location and temporal semantics. From the previous discussion, we have studied the effectiveness of our similarity metrics and the changes of users' similarities when location semantics and temporal semantics are added separately. In Figure 11 , we show the similarity between users when both location and temporal semantics are taken into account. Compared to Figure 10 , we also have the observation that user similarity increases when location semantics are considered for each temporal semantic tag. However, there is an additional observation that users become more similar to each other on weekends when location semantics are added. On average, users' similarity value increases by 0.20 on weekends compared with 0.16 on weekdays. This can be explained by the fact that users tend to perform similar activities when they are out of work. Fig. 10 . User similarity w.r.t. temporal semantics (Geolife). Fig. 11 . User similarity w.r.t. temporal semantics and location semantics (Geolife).
CONCLUSION
In this article, we have accomplished three tasks. First, we proposed a new method to construct users' mobility patterns. Compared to the existing methods in the literature, our method can detect more accurate RoIs for users. This also ensures the precision of the subsequent user similarity computation. Second, we showed that the user similarity measurement proposed by Ying et al. is flawed in some cases and we defined a new measurement to fix the problems. As transition time between RoIs is also part of users' mobility patterns, we further took it into account in our user similarity measurement. Third, we proposed a method to integrate two types of semantics into user similarity comparison, which are locations semantics and temporal semantics. Among them, temporal semantics are usually ignored in the related literature. We validated our work by experiments on two datasets of real-life trajectories. The results show that our measurement and user profile construction are effective and efficient.
For future work, we will apply our similarity measurement for location privacy analysis. A high similarity between a given set of anonymised trajectories and a user's mobility profile indicates a high probability for the user to be the owner of the trajectories. It is also interesting to analyse users' similarity according to their trajectory logs, such as check-ins, posted on social networks.
